
WIRE SCRATCH
Metal fibres for the coarsest scrubbing 
These small brushes are used in a variety of industrial applications  
such as welding or removing rust and paint from metal or wood.

When you need to get into corners or grout lines
FLOOR & TILE SCRUBS

Nothing works better than these synthetic brushes to remove 
dirt, grease, oil and mould from surfaces that are damp or wet. 

DUaL LEvEL

SWIvEL SCRUB

gROUt & CREvICE

Universal locking collar accepts any handle. Aggressive, 
synthetic, short-trim bristles take the hard work out of 
scrubbing grime and grease from floors, walls, ledges, 
and baseboards. The swivel connector keeps the tool 
positioned correctly even on awkward angles.

This dual-level brush features coarse, crimped 
polypropylene trim in a 10-inch polymer block. The  

“V” shape of the block means the bristles get into 
corners. Use a non-wood handle for food service.

Extra-coarse, ⁷/₈-inch trim fibres offer the strength 
required to power through mould and dirt found on 
grout. Effective when used with cleaning chemicals.

WIRE SCRatCH BRUSHES
These brushes are offered in tempered steel for use in dry applications, 
stainless steel for more humid conditions and soft brass for cleaning 
polished surfaces such as enamel BBQ finishes.

item material pack

7509 all-synthetic construction

1217521 premium corn w/metal cap

17522 corn with plastic cap

item rows handle material pack

99022 4 curved brass

2099024 3 long stainless steel
99025 4

99015 3 contoured

99016 5 scraper 10

99017 4 long

99018 4 scraper carbon steel 20

99019 4 contoured

99020 6 block

99021 4 curved

99023 3 long

contoured 

[99019]

curved handle [99021]

WHISKS 
Keep workstations clean and safe

Use to clean work benches. Corn whisks remove dry industrial grit and 
the synthetic whisks remove dirt where high humidity is present. 

WHISKS
Whisks are useful in many places to sweep dirt from chairs, upholstery, 
window sills and small spaces found in vehicle cabs. The all-synthetic 
whisk can be used in food service applications. 

block [99020]scraper [99018]

description item pack

dual angle 

brush

5317 6

description item pack

general purpose, coarse 5300
5power scrub, x-coarse 5310

description item pack

grout and crevice brush, 

x-coarse

5351 24
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